For more information please visit: www.css-oregon.com

**FROM HWY 217:**
- Take the Barnes Road exit and stay to the left. There will be a stop light ahead in which you will continue to stay on Barnes Rd. You will pass the (Trimet Transit Center) on your left and as you continue down the hill, the (Petercourt Plaza) will be on your left. At this time, you will want to get in the right hand lane (still on Barnes Road). The next main cross street will be Cedar Hills Blvd. Continue heading straight on Barnes Road (Si Senior Restaurant will be on your left.)
- Turn left on SW 117th.
- Turn right on Corby Drive
- The building will be on your right hand side: Go halfway down the hill and you will see a sign for Barnes Professional Campus. Turn right into the driveway. You will see Orthopedic & Fracture Clinic in big letters on the front of building. Enter the building and take the elevator to the 2nd floor.

**FROM HWY US-26 (coming from the east)**
- Take exit # 68 for Cedar Hills Blvd.
- Turn right onto SW Cedar Hills Blvd. Quickly get into the left lane.
- Turn left onto SW BARNES ROAD
- Turn left on SW 117th
- Turn right on Corby Drive
- The building will be on your right hand side: Go halfway down the hill and you will see a sign for Barnes Professional Campus. Turn right into the driveway. You will see Orthopedic & Fracture Clinic in big letters on the front of building. Enter the building and take the elevators up to the 2nd floor.

**FROM US HWY-26 (coming from the west)**
- Take exit # 68 for Cedar Hills Blvd.
- Turn left onto SW Cedar Hills Blvd. Stay in left lane up to Barnes Road.
- Turn left onto SW BARNES ROAD
- Turn left on SW 117th
- Turn right on Corby Drive
- The building will be on your right hand side: Go halfway down the hill and you will see a sign for Barnes Professional Campus. Turn right into the driveway. You will see Orthopedic & Fracture Clinic in big letters on the front of building. Enter the building and take the elevators up to the 2nd floor.

**Note:** Located approximately 1 1/4 miles from the hospital campus on Barnes Rd. The address given is off of Barnes Rd. Entry to the parking structure is made from Corby St. (which parallels with Hwy 26) You will see the address 11785 on the awning overhang on your right. Turn to your right after passing this address into the parking structure.

---

11782 SW Barnes Rd. #200
Portland, OR 97225
phone: 503.906.4300

For more information please visit: www.css-oregon.com